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Q4 2012 Forex Market 
Overview

Much like the previous quarter, Q4 2012 was lackluster at best. 

With volumes unable to recover from 2011 levels it seems the 

forex market has reached a new, lower, equilibrium which influ-

no longer attainable. 

Five major trends dominated this quarter: flat volumes, regula-

tory actions and implications in the US, technological develop-

and emerging markets products.

in detail below however it seems that overall volumes have con-

siderably dropped from peak 2011 levels to form a new equilib-

rium. Many brokers have yet to adapt to this new reality possibly 

because they are still hoping for major uptake in volume in the 

near future or simply because they are not yet ready to face this 

and are even slowly growing amid aggressive consolidation of 

-

ing the business. Though volumes still are 20% below the 2010 

-

required to post a $3.3 million bond to secure its ability to pay for 

-

made no sense for it to keep all that capital just for few retail cli-

it to shut down its business in the US with 24 hours notice. 

It is then no wonder that even the largest US forex brokers are 

extremely concerned with what lies ahead.

pace. If anything is growing in double digits in the forex market 

launching, cTrader expanding, exchanges launching new prod-

It is hard to understand what is fuelling this technology growth in 

general however one explanation may be that these are niches 

led to multiple product initiatives that are only reaching the mar-

liquidity others focus on niches, and this is where new technol-

ogy is needed and comes into play. One however would need 

launched during 2012 will be here a year from now.

the online finance trading market and it is now experiencing a 

very high growth stage. 
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Japanese volumes vs Rest of the world:

Top 5 Global Brokers: Japanese brokers lead the rank, 
Saxo Bank and Gaitame Online keep dropping

Daily  Retail FX Volumes, $b
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Q4 2012 monthly uniques:

Oct-12 Nov-12 Dec-12 average

forexfactory 1,038,493 1,033,300

forexticket 1,011,344 1,009,380

dailyfx

fxstreet

myfxbook

babypips

forexlive

forex-tsd 118,239

actionforex 112,484

fxempire

forexcrunch

investing.com uniques
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The boom in oil exploration in the 2nd half of the 20th cen-

tury opened up the Middle East to the global economy and 

shifted the once nomad land to economic glory. Saudi Arabia, 

economy of the world.

while the kingdom has been slow to adapt the implementa-

and diversified economy, Saudi Arabia is set to dominate the 

Middle East and Arab world as an economic leader.

Saudi Arabia is an oil based economy with natural resources 

-

ing other sectors of its economy to reduce its dependency on 

higher priced oil is beneficial for Saudi Arabia, the higher costs 

their effect on supply and demand Saudi Arabia has under-

stood the need for diversification. 

The country has a strong domestic econ-

omy driven by oil and petroleum exports. 

is the high unemployment figure which is 

around 10%. This is alarming when com-

pared to neighbors such as the UAE where 

The jobless problem becomes more com-

plicated for the future as the majority of the unemployed are 

world. There is a relative imbalance amongst Saudis, although 

the government gives housing and funding grants. Saudis liv-

ing in rural areas are faced with difficulty as the oil wealth 

families who can be classified as poor or close to the poverty 

-

lion people who are poor.

force has been backed up by strong economic policies. In 

-

-

Saudi Arabia has a structured capital markets system. Its finan-

cial exchange offers trading in equities and bonds. Saudi Ara-

bia, being a country heavily influenced by religious values, incor-

porates the religious teachings in its financial markets system. It 

offers sukus, similar to bonds however redefined in accordance 

issues firms that are in line with religious principles.

Middle East. It ranks as the 10th largest stock exchange in 

the world. As the market develops and new opportunities take 

place, the stock exchange is set to grow. The market has 

been volatile during 2012, however the Tadawul has an aver-

age daily volume of $1.9 billion.

Forex Trading in Saudi Arabia 

net worth in the Middle East region, forex trading in Saudi 

Arabia has been an investment product for a small portion 

-

kets meant that only a handful of Saudi Arabian investors were 

familiar with the leveraged product. Forex was first pioneered 

offered by forex trading and most traders would invest with 

the introducing broker who would also manage client money 

on their behalf. 

the nation and started preparing the right material to educate 

Saudi investors on the dynamics of the forex markets. The firm 

had specialist sales and marketing individuals as well as ma-

terial in Arabic language. Overall, the country has been slow 

marketplaces for online forex trading at an earlier time. 

Banks offering Margin Trading

Saudi Arabia - Opening up to Global Markets

Shafi Ahmed
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Regulatory Roundup

With the looming U.S. elections acting as a timeline, the world 

of Forex regulation began the quarter in a state of uncertainty. 

-

dress the issue of whether Forex would find exemption from 

pending rules that would soon affect the broader derivatives 

market.

for causing uncertainty in the Forex market. In a letter to U.S. 

regulators, Frank demanded action, stating that if an exemp-

companies to go through the registration process.

19, the U.S. Treasury settled much of the confusion when it 

announced the exemption of Forex swaps and forwards from 

rules that would bring much of the market under central clear-

ing.

In its decision, the Treasury cited the relatively low counterpar-

ty risk of Forex swaps. It also suggested that bringing Forex 

swaps under central clearing would result in undue costs. The 

Treasury did not, however, exempt Forex swaps and forwards 

from new reporting and business conduct requirements.

slow to act on prior regulatory violations with a wave of en-

which currently stands accused of a defrauding nearly 1,000 

U.S.

New NFA Rules

-

million in capital, up from the prior $1 million requirement. In 

-

vember 20.

-

holding segregated, secured amount and cleared swaps cus-

tomer collateral to report those balances to a third party des-

Fiscal Cliff

The exemption issued by the Treasury, the controversial new 

-

Europe

-

wards, attention naturally turned to Europe. Yet it is still un-

clear whether European regulators will follow the footsteps of 

assume that the European Union will follow suit with a Forex 

-

far suggested that Europe will not exempt Forex swaps from 

the European Securities and Market Authority will also have a 

say in the discussion.

In the meantime, Europe looks forward to receding funding 

risks, better growth, and lower volatility in 2013. All of this de-

bold resolution to the sovereign debt crisis.

Australia

As the global regulatory environment moves toward imple-

mentation of new rules, matters of technology have become 

-

ings and all other pertinent data that may have led to a trans-
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action. In the case of regulators at the Australian Securities 

-

tices. The regulatory agency, which is charged with super-

vising real-time trading, will also introduce kill switches into 

its regulatory regime. The new data-mining and marketing 

technologies will come relatively cheaply, at about $44 mil-

lion. Should the project prove to be a success, it is likely that 

China

-

exchange currency.

-

to secure a potential bailout of its banks—should they need 

it—is giving confidence to investors.

South Korea

is now curbing exposure to currency derivatives. According to 

government finance ministers, banks will be allowed to hold 30 

percent of their total equity, a ten percent decrease. Foreign 

-

ternational regulatory benchmarks for capital requirements. 

This cautious approach comes after a series of economic cri-

ses over the last decade. Together with its restricted foreign 

exchange positions for banks, the capital requirements aim at 

shoring up future issues with Forex liquidity.

Russia

image as a haven of fraud. Earlier this year there were reports 

that Forex regulation was pending. The new regulation was 

has since arrived. The forthcoming rules are expected to in-

state requirements for a standard dealing license, a minimum 

seeks to promote more effective regulation of the Forex indus-

polled are interested in trading Forex in the coming year. Of 

-

-

gested that the report flies in the face of the widespread belief 

India

2013. 
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FX Prime Brokerage – Evolving Every Step of the Way

-

panied by commodity trading advisers and asset managers 

-

but the last few years have witnessed a surge in the number 

development over the years as the asset class has become 

along with the market reaching some level of sophistication 

indicating that this sector is set to reach maturity in line with 

What is FX Prime Brokerage?

has a single relationship and is able to maintain credit rela-

broker.

participants have increased substantially. Other participants 

such as retail aggregators, pension funds and smaller banks 

-

vide firms with enhanced pricing capabilities as they have ac-

cess to relationships with other participants, thus providing 

compensate their costs of maintaining the relationship.

The Early Days

dependant, and banks charged very high fees, while services 

were limited for fund managers, primarily as a byproduct of 

manual systems and prime brokers would typically have a 

large labour force.

This changed significantly after 2004 when more and more 

prime brokers to manage their trade flow. 

The sector underwent a major operational up-

turn as new procedures were implemented in 

-

duced. This new contract was put into place 

to govern the terms on which a fund manager 

trades with its dealer firm counterparties to a prime brokerage 

firm in return for a management fee so that all ensuing trans-

actions are conducted between the executing dealer and the 

prime broker. 

the prime broker is legally obligated to a trade the fund and 

-

est rate swaps, caps and floors, swaptions, credit derivative 

currency option transactions. The Master Agreement is not 

restricted to fund managers. Other participants such as retail 

aggregators also sign the same documentation.

influx of interest from new hedge funds that were being set up 

others. The industry underwent a major swing and the con-

meant that firms large or small were cautious of the safety of 

their funds and opted for multiple brokers. This new concept 

causes increased operational drawbacks as the relationship 

now includes up to five parties when transacting. 

The industry has undergone significant changes which has 

-

counterparty risk is a key element of the current climate, he 

-

Jon Vollemaere
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Payment Solutions - Get Your Cash

When was the last time you gave much thought to the method 

you simply swiped your credit card, took out some cash, or 

entered a few numbers into an online ecommerce website. 

price. The effortless way in which money is transferred has 

become part of our expectations when performing transac-

tions. This is true if we are buying a carton of milk at the local 

supermarket or ordering a gadget from the other side of the 

-

sive infrastructure that involves lots of technology and moving 

parts that allows smooth completion of transactions.  

A popular anecdote to new drivers when learning how to 

mindset is important for brokers when creating their payment 

-

it can become difficult to monitor them. In addition, transaction 

speed is a major area of importance. With the future becom-

ing the present, and current technology enabling  smartphone 

-

ing business in many more ways than just a few years ago.  

their choices and how each option works.

At the core of every business is a payment solution process 

that allows buyers to purchase goods from the company.  For 

clients of brokers, this entitles sending the firm funds that will 

of account funding via credit cards, most account depos-

its at financial institutions were conducted by wire transfers, 

checks, cash, or through some sort of direct deposit mecha-

nism.  In each of these methods, the funds are sent to a fi-

from and their account number. The broker then deposits a 

-

sponding trading account. While bank transfers continue to 

be a key payment solution for brokers, cross border limitations 

have caused physical cash and check deposits to become 

obsolete.  Therefore, the majority of payment solutions revolve 

around three main methods, bank transfers, credit cards, and 

e-wallet payments.

Credit Cards

With around $1 trillion charged to credit cards every three 

days globally, credit card transactions have become the 

driving force for conducting online business. For brokers 

provide a simple and quick way to facilitate both client de-

posits and withdrawals. To facilitate credit card transactions, 

brokers partner with a payment solution company such as 

with a broker, the payment company conducts due diligence 

to determine who is backing the financial firm, its business 

plans, and regulatory status. After deciding to work with a bro-

ker, the payment solutions provider will then introduce the firm 

acquiring banks, payment solutions providers only introduce 

brokers which meet certain criteria.  As a result, unregulated 

brokers, or firms expecting to do business in regions that are 

considered high risk due to credit card fraud are often reject-

ed by the payment providers. For binary options providers, 

regulation is a sensitive issue.  Until recently, binary options 

providers were allowed to legally operate without regulation. 

As a new industry, the product lacked formal laws from regu-

lators that classify its status. Without a 

regulation, this led options companies 

to have a narrower choice of payment 

-

-

tor, has recently passed binary options 

trading laws to regulate the product. 

This provides a binary option broker the 

ability to gain regulation and partner with 

more payment solutions providers. 

The role of the acquiring bank is to receive credit card transac-

tions and transfer funds to the bank account in which the bro-

ker keeps client funds. Although an account is opened with a 

the funds minus fees. Acquiring banks around the world in-

from European clients, however, will need to partner with an 

EU merchant bank. Also, while a broker only needs to create 

a relationship with one merchant bank, some payment solu-

tions providers establish multiple accounts for brokers. This 

is due to merchant banks using different criteria directing the 

-

Shemer Katz, VP 

Product and Market 

at SafeCharge
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Surviving and Thriving in Japan

-

ket has experienced plenty of false moves higher only to re-

treat.  At around 9000, the index is currently trading at around 

stocks, retail traders have moved towards forex trading and 

the ability to profit in both an up and down market. For a public 

that sees little value in local equity trading, the opportunities 

industry to become a around $2 trillion/month market. As a re-

-

en economy is another catalyst for the growth in forex. With 

much of the general public having a grasp of currency price 

changes due to its effects on the economy, educating traders 

in forex is much easier than in other parts of the world. Also, 

the ability to trade with lots of leverage is an advantage that 

the forex market offers to risk taking  traders. The popularity in 

forex led to an oversaturation of brokers servicing the product 

and seemingly new companies sprouting up every day.

2011 Regulation

The competitive market ultimately led to companies offering 

tighter spreads as they sacrificed their profit margins to grow 

their businesses. With margins already dropping and weak-

er firms exiting the industry, the market took a hard blow in 

drop in trading volumes.  To compensate, forex brokers further 

tightened their spreads to trigger increased volumes.  The re-

sult has been that volumes have rebounded in 2012 after an 

initial fall in 2011, but profits per trade have decreased.  When 

asked about the effects of volumes after regulation, one large 

regulation, but in these days, volume is going up and forex 

As opposed to some countries where tighter regulation has 

been met negatively. The same large broker explained that 

the public for feedback, and many customers sent their dis-

after the regulation was passed, many large traders have cre-

ated corporations for their trading as companies are unaffect-

transparency of the market, but some clients said that they 

Better Service and Wider Product Range

Other than the tighter spreads, customers have also benefit-

ed from better service. When polled about important factors 

-

tition has increased, it has given power to customers to be 

more selective with whom they decide to work with.

Also, to meet client demands, brokers have been increas-

ing their product offerings. Examples include the launch of 

binary options trading, more sophisticated mobile platforms, 

Nikkei 225 
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is the same as everyone else. A bank liquidity provider already 

has an established business offering pricing to its clients who 

made quotes depending on their relationship. Therefore, when 

-

derstanding what types of traders are on the system factors 

towards the pricing they will provide. As such, while liquidity 

pricing to a larger audience of traders, they will tend to quote 

to the worst customer. For liquidity takers, trading with an 

-

ticipants without the need of creating individual relationships 

with many banks, with the goal of receiving tighter spreads 

to trade on.

become a difficult task. On one hand, traders are looking for 

The needs of each side have created two different types of 

-

ity providers distribute a quote and market depth for each cur-

rency pair. When a trader hits a bid or takes an offer, the order 

to accept the trade or not. A quote system allows liquidity pro-

-

ing on such a venue will be tighter, it leads to order rejections.  

ratios and then use smart order routing to send orders to the 

market maker most likely to execute their trade.  

In contrast, with an order based system, ‘what you see is what 

-

the advantage of providing tradable quotes, liquidity pro-

viders though will desire greater transparency among par-

rules of what type of trading is deemed acceptable, in order 

-

network, market makers can offer more liquidity depth with 

their quotes.  

Fast Match

Striving to bridge the gap between the needs of liquidity pro-

viders and takers, FastMatch was launched in mid-2012.  The 

really a pricing engine, whose original technology was initially 

used for the equity world. Although equity trading is central-

This led to the creation of trading platforms that can not only 

best venue to execute an order at. While small orders will be 

best sent to whoever is offering the best bid or ask, with larger 

orders there are more factors at play. Most important is staying 

anonymous to prevent front running or quotes disappearing 

from the market. Also, speed is a major factor as many quotes 

only appear momentarily. To facilitate the needs of traders, 

trading platforms began to offer tools that provided such fea-

as well as aggregating trades to multiple venues to increase 

fills and maintain a lower profile. Using technology from equity 

trading that focused on speed and order flexibility at its core, 

FastMatch was created.

provide both quotes and tradable orders into the system.  

of the liquidity takers, they are assigned to one of the rooms, 

where liquidity providers will stream pricing that is tailored for 

that room. The benefit of the room system, is that it allows par-

liquidity providers a better understanding of the types of trad-

ers in each room to tailor correct pricing.  As such, in the retail 

room, knowing that the order flow is from retail clients, marker 

makers can provide tighter spreads, but will widen their pricing 

in the general room where high frequency trading is allowed.   

FastMatch has been working with marker makers to provide 

more tradable orders along with their quotes. The result for 

traders is that they have access to both streams of pricing. 

from one bank at 1.3010 along with an order at 1.3010, they 

can take the guaranteed fill and bypass the quote. In a situa-

tion where a quote is being offered more aggressively than the 

FastMatch – Bridging the Gap
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Automated Client Engagement: cPattern & CorrSight Review

Oded Shefer set out to track the behaviors of traders, rather 

than looking at moves in the markets. What he wanted to 

know was whether there were specific actions that traders did 

that made them more successful or caused losses. The result 

market.  The system sends messages to the trader based on 

-

in any language and provides objective information, but not 

The product does this by providing historical and real time 

analysis of trades.  Examples include sending a message to 

traders that they are using too much leverage and their trade 

-

Angel provides analysis on the types of trades being made 

-

period of time are better than others. Traders can then use 

this information to gain a better understanding of their own 

behavior and become more sensitive to the market, and help 

them fine tune their trading.  

information about the comments being provided. Therefore, 

a message about stop losses or volatility will include a link to 

branding to the provided 

pages for their customers.  

Broker Side

As mentioned above, the 

goal of the product is to 

provide a constant re-

source of engagement 

This is especially important 

broker side analysis tools to assist sales and retention people.

determine when a client starts showing signs of giving up. It 

-

-

of trades being taken by a client indicate that they are highly 

-

ered that leads who click on this message are much more 

likely to convert to real clients and will send a message to 

broker side analysis on a stand-alone program or for better 

messages appearing as cases and an up to date description 

-

easy access of the product.  

-

ing new clients is a hard and expensive enough of a process, 

developed products for the retail forex industry that provide 

end-user traders with automated real time engagement, 

thereby creating virtual retention managers to work with cus-

tomers. For brokers, the end results are more active clients 

with higher long term values.

CPattern
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Major News of the 
Quarter

Announcing the Launch of Asia’s Largest Financial 

B2B Expo - iFXEXPO Asia

The extensive two day program includes several panels focusing on the latest trends and developments within the South East 

Asian region and will cover topics such as marketing, liquidity and more.

Read the Entire Article

October
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Detailed broker information for 
the largest brokers in terms of 

volume

FXCM

Saxo Bank

Alpari

IG Group

OANDA

Gain Capital

GFT

CMC

FxPro

GMO Click Securities

DMM.com

CyberAgent FX

Money Partners




